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A CONVERSATION
FEBRUARY 13, 1978

ROBERT H. ALLEN

Going back to 1300 or 1400, the word
conversation referred to the act of living or
having one's being in a place or among persons.
The word, which to us is perfectly clear, and
indicates to us the verbal gallimaufrey of an
evening among friends -- as at the table here
later -- the word conversation, like most of the
older words in our language, has a long history
of carrying varied freight. It has embraced
being and belonging; domestic conversation and
criminal conversation have long intrigued and
energized us.
But it is a particular conversation
I had in mind -- one of those pleasant occasions
when friends gather -- perhaps around a table,
and just talk. And that is what we did, as the
steady rain and wind outside made the hour particularly cozy in that handsome club room.
We assembled promptly, and early as dinner groups
go, it being our plan to linger just the two
hours or so between the end of our working
day and the start of our literary evening.
So it was exactly a quarter to six
when we four were all seated at a quiet table
and the waiter brought the last arrival his
sherry. It had been my turn to arrange the
menu and, always, one in this position talks
less on general subjects a~ h7 is alert to
necessary questions of 10g1st1cs. At last,
I felt I could noW be relieved that our meal
could ~roceed without being troub~ed by the
need for unseemly haste at any p01nt.
The private rooms in that old Victorian
ile are not numerous or ornate, but ther are
~armlY familiar and don't intimidate or 1ntrude.
We were free to concentrate on our meal and
our talk.
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Rabbi Jonson Morris is a man at this
time of vigor and maturity, being several years
retired and yet as lively and concerned to learn
new things as we might erroneously judge some
eager and beardless youth to be. The rabbi is
in fact well past the point of caring what anyone else thinks of the state of his existing
knowledge and can concentrate on learning new
things each,day. He is al~ays in great joy with
some new th~ng -- new to h~m -- and has little
interest in what he has always known and no shame
at all for what he does not know. He is the youth
of ou: te~rad, to whom the discovery each day of
anyth~ng ~s as great a marvel as if it were the
Ardagh Chalice. And this is his joy to savor
daily.
Grail Murphy, called Murph, or Holy
Grail, is a bit younger man, an attorney, a man
of causes and ardent enthusiasms, a victim of
a virulent ideomania that is however as fervently
ecclectic as it is passionate. He is an epicure
of the arcane and the esoteric in causes and
fields of knowledge and can summarize for you
to order all of Van Daniken or velikovsky or
the mystery of Amelia Erhardt or T. E. Lawrence
or Oswald or Richard III. I would not have you
see Murph as a nut or a fool. On the contrary,
he is an able attorney and doubtless as great a
rascal as the best of them, but he is above all
a man of boundless emotional energy and commitment. In civic life, he is a tiger; travels
widely; works like the devil and still has reserves to rag a heresy to death or raise it
by study and adoration to the heavens.
The third of our group one knows perhaps less well, for Richard Victor is substantiall
more self-contained -- a quieter type and, on
the surface, more to a conventional mold. A
success in business and government, he is now
a consultant to great industrialists who come
to him when the relations of their businesses
to the rest of the world seem about to unravel.
He was their confidence and their affection.
And he comes to their rescue -- not with great
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schemes or on the other hand with placebos. His
sense of the right tone is superb, his ability to
render the ineffable into the communicable is
astounding. He is not just a man of the gold locker
room or the country club bar. He has a purchase
in the world of ideas -- a rare gift for the creation
of fiction and -- . a gift for the right word that
engages one's admiration and joy.
Such were the men I had the pleasure of
eating with that night. And we begin our dinner
promptly. The waiter set down at a side table
the tureen of turtle soup and ladled it out for
us. This is, of course, ideal to start a simple
meal and I had requested that the chef forego his
preference for Madeira and use sherry this evening
to match our ap~ritif. He had; and, I thought, if
anything, the turtle herbs, especially the basil,
heightened in their contribution by the change.
I
marked that
nobler sort
in others .
would agree
or at least

mentioned this and Rabbi Morris redoubtless Confucius -- who felt the
of man emphasizes the good qualities
. . and the inferior does the reverse
that sherry was nobler than Madeira,
that this sherry was.

But Richard Victor felt Confucius might
react more cautiously. "His disciples were always
trying to . push him into answers that were absolute,
that could set precedents. He was a master at
ducking that , sort of thing."
"Yes," added Murphy, ;'When TZ';1 Chang .
sked him what must a man do to be cons~dered d1sa..
he re lied with, 'What do you mean by
~~~g~~~~e~istingulshed?' and Tzu"Chang ended by
getting a lecture on true worth.
"But" put in the Rabbi, "whenever Con,
h
ter it is the moderate,
fucius speaks of c arac th~t he praises. He would
the modest, the humane,..
"
surely praise the sherry ~n th~s soup.
"If indee d , ~ said Holy Grail, "there was
such a person as Confucius."
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"I n any event he could say, 'My crown
,
h
1S my eart, not on my head' and 'th
ing ~ head about hist
'
,w~ out worrythat all great sermonso~~l~r rea;1ty, it is true
nobility's true b d '
us, sweet mercy is
is an idle and rno:tg~~lseO~hell~ ~ay~, 'reputation
says that Tzu Chang's idea1~~o~d~~~~ a~d Confucius
really "notoriety" and
t
~s ~ngu1shed" is
all." This the Rabb~ no ,to be sought after at
,

4

aga~n.

And Victor added, "Bierce defined notorie
one's competition for public h
onors.
u
1erce, he went on, "didn't think very well
of a great many respectable notions. He's the
o~e who,called success, 'the one unpardonable
S1n aga~nst one's fellows.'"
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"The world," said Murph, "must be organiz
and there must be success, but I'm a weary of it.
It'~ ~ shame that there is no custom today like
ret~r1ng to a monastery.
I find each day I like
and need the big world less and I like my small
world better and need it more."
"An old man," said the Rabbi, "has to
have some sympathy with that. The other day I sat
in front of my fire, wrapped in a shawl and simply
enjoyed the warmth indoors On a brisk fall day.
But the mood passed. Someone had given me the
catalogue of a recent Kenneth Noland retrospective
show, and I was embroiled in an argument with myself about the decorative aspects of non-respresenta
art. The mood passed, and I'm somewhat older than
you. "
"I'm glad you always return to the world,"
said Victor, "but how do you reconcile the need
to be of this world and to compete and do great
things, with the fact that all the great religions
in one way or another tell us to shun the world,
or at 1east to shun the striving of the world?"
"I'm glad you ask easy questions," answered Rabbi Morris.
"And I should point out that
my religion has less of this utterly pessimistic
quality than most. My answer to your question
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though is historical, not philosophical -- at least
if you want an answer of any definite character.
"Religions do not spring, you should pardon
the expression, full grown from the head of Zeus;
they are products of their time and they evolve
and develop like other institutions and sets of
ideas. The times that bring forth great religious
feeling are usually periods when the material world
is out of joint. Thus, oriental religions that
praise escape from the world and thus the eschatological character of early Christianity. Schweitzer
holds that Jesus literally expected the end of the
world right then."
The waiter, here with glasses and a bottle
of muscatel, supervened upon the conversation; and
my commensals were for a moment contemplative as
they watched the pouring and tasting of this light,
fresh vintage. It was to accompany a sole Marguery
which also came promptly forth, and we attended
to this matter conscientiously.
Now a Sole Marguery is quite distinctive
and you should never be insulted by having a piece
of fish slopped over with a dollop of hollandaise
foisted on you in its name. We have in fact the
testimony of Monsieur Mangin who was for some
thirty years head chef at the restaurant, and
that at the time when Monsieur Maguery directed
the place himself.
The sauce starts with a white wine
fumet using the bones and trimmings of the sole
and much later after onion and thyme, bay leaf
and parsley, it joins the cooking juices of,the
fish -- is reduced and whisked and heated w1th
an ungodly amount of egg yolk ~nd butter. The
whole is garnished and glazed 1n a hot oven,
just before it comes out to join the muscatel.
The sole with its surrounding mussels and shrimp,
is perfe~tlY accompanied by this product of the
Loire ·Valley.
And we enjoyed ourselves in silence
for a while.
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"This spring," ventured Richard Victor,
"I was in Dayton and, the meeting to which I had
been invited was cancelled since one of the principal participants had to argue a case before Judge
Rubin. The court proceedings had errupted suddenly
and I had been at the Chicago airport and not able
to be reached when the decision to cancel was made.
"It seemed a shame not to try to learn
something while r was there, so I visited the Art
Institute. I particularly wanted to see the Head
of a Bodhisattva that myoId friend Jeff Patterson
had presented to the museum some years before. I
had seen it in his home when he first acquired it
and the interpretation of saintliness, the serenity
of visage had impressed me deeply.
"But I was, for the moment, disappointed,
Victor continued, "because the head (it is about
fifteen inches high, at least as big as life) ,
was away on loan."
He paused and I asked what else it was
he saw that re.sulted in his disappointment only
being momentary. r need not have asked, because
he really had paused to take a bite of sole.
"Oh," he went on, "I walked about the
place and there were a number of nice things,
but the head had been loaned to the Taft Museum
for its fiftieth anniversary exhibition. So I
came home shortly and paid the first of several
visi ts to the Taft show. It was s,pectacular."
We fell to comparing impressions and
found that each somehow remembered best that which
he knew best. I had been struck by the De Heem
Still Likfe with a lobster from The Toledo Museum
of Art, perhaps because of its relation to food,
but particularly because of its plain hedonism
and avowedly human character in a selection that
__ among the older works especially -- demonstrated
so forcefully the role of religion as both subject
matter and purpose of artistic creation. The De
Heem is positively lush, a tribute to the unrestra
gourmandise of mankind.
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But I was alone in the suggestion of a
necessary or usually necessary connection between
r eligion and art.
,,
"Art has ' remained while religion has
changed," said Grail Murphy.
"The urge to , pc;rtray,
t o decorate is primary.
I feel that art, l1ke
ritual, pre~eeds myth and religion., Art was
,
there, ready as religion developed 1ts all-embracl.ng
c laims, to speak its language. ' But art.wa~ before
and is after religion, so that post-Chr1st1an,
twentieth century artists may reject what they
think of as religion and yet show in their work
a vocabulary that in an earlier day was quite
suited to religious expression. The existentialist
p ainter is first a painter and has that in common
with painters of all ages and philosophies."
"That is interesting," s~id the Rabbi, ·
- b ut I detect a tone of , irreligion, even antire ligion, that isn't really necessary to your
a rgument. The idea that a sense of design or
o rder and a feel for symbolic expression is separate
fr om theological theory and conviction doesn't
require one to ' attack the validity of religious
fe eling.
Religion has many handmaidens otherthan pictorial art and decoration. It truly rests
for its ' validity on historic truth and on its
unique ability to form the hypostasis of a moral
life."

"A great proportion of early artifacts,"
said Victor, "are seen by their finders as religious in purpose -- or decoration -- yet it is
difficult for me to b.e lieve that men had no
proponderently secular concerns and views a few
millenla ago as well as today.
I think ', for
example, Homer's Odyssey is · much more secular
than religious, really a picaresque novel with
the supernatural or magical elements present
as a ' part of life -- not introduced for moral
or religious purposes."
Here victor had inadvertently opened
a door on a subject dear to the heart of Grail
Murphy. We were promptly hauled away from the
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abstractions of· reli i
proposition that thega~~hand art into the absorbing
~oman. In this, Murph wa~raOf the Odysser was' a
utler, and, as we finish d follower of Samuel
last,of ~he muscatel, he e Our ~ole and sipped the
exp11cat1on of how it wa e~terta1ned us with an
author of the !lliad
S 1nconceivable' that the
other man.
could have been Horner or any
Since this sub' t
'
cant or enthralling
Jec w~s, however signifihad no knowledge at.' a~~e ~~ wh1ch, the ::est of us
that we were forced to l'
w~s w1th m1xed feelings
.
eave 1 t and pay a·t t t '
t o the arrIval
of the entree.
en 10n
,

I had selected a Beef Well;ington and in

thlS case had felt no need to make any suggestion

to the chef as to its preparation. When one commences this affair with a proper cut of meat, it
is diffioult -- though, I will confess, not
impossible -- to completely ruin the dish. But
at our club, there was no need of fear or concern.
The carefully selected pat~ and the delicate
crust perfectly complimented the rare be'e f and
the Duke himself might ·h ave smiled slightly at
the sight and taste of it all.
Our ducal roast was accompanied by that
best of , helpers,' a .bright but simple Jardiniere,
a collection of green, white, orange and red vegetables done
point and decorated with only a
sprinkling of chopped parsley.

a

One must of course have a Claret with
this, and we were soon tasting a very acceptable
Haut-Brion, of '61 if I remember it correctly,
or was i t ' 66'? ' At any rate, it was not at all
musty, but quite full-bodied and clear of color.
I am not a gourmet, and as to wines, am indeed
a complete simpleton, at the mercy of the wine
steward and completely at sea in the company of
such afficianados and connouisseurs as the architect Garber, whom you all know, and whose intimate
acquaintence with Bacchinalian lore is legend
indeed.
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But I do not wish to protest too much.
Can a man who takes a pill morning and night to
ward off the gout, pretend to a fully virginal
innocence of the delights of the grape? At any
rate, I do not. I love good wine and merely,
in brief, am taking some pains to avoid giving
a false impression of expertise.
When we recovered from the minutes of
silent reverence, or reverent silence, that fell
upon us as we made our first attack on the main
course of our dinner, it was Holy Grail who spoke
first, and without being challenged, left Mrs.
Homer where she had been before the waiter came
in. We heard no more of her that night though
doubtless you will have a paper some evening that
will tell you all you may wish to learn on this
fascinating topic.
Holy Grail, turning to Rabbi Morris,
began to question the suggestion that gentleman
had made earlier. Namely, that religion was
uniquely able to provide a moral tone to life.
"I think," he said, "that one might
raise two questions; first, whether there is
much real morality in our life; and, second,
whether there is not a natural, even a biological,
basis for morality that is only painted over
with such idealogical artificiality as religion
provides."

"Oh," said Richard Victor, "that lawyer's
brief won't do in this court. If you want our
oracle's advise, you must select whether you want
him to defend morality or its source -- but not
put both tasks on him at once."
I seconded this, and Murphy, being overwhelmed before the Rabbi had uttered a wor~, agreed
that he would prefer to challenge the real1ty of
morality than to attack its source.

"It's very tempting to agree with you,"
'd R bbi Morris.
"For at first glaz:ce, thedworld
~~~Vid:S enough evidence of deep and 1ngraine
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depravity. Mankind seems to delight in evil on
all levels of organized life. He is brutal and
~urderous 7orporately and individually. Astonishl ng ly, he 1S as petty and simply mean when he has
a chance as he is violent and bestial when those
opp~rtunities arise.
He will steal an empire or
a slxpense, seduce a moron or rape a city, tell
petty lies or build a cruel and false faith.
Yes, one is tempted to be convinced by all of thi
that it is all there is.
"But it is not. And all this horror
is foil to the other man: the man of dedication
to charity, the visitor of the sick, the encourag
of youth, the hero in battle, the gentle lover,
kind father, dutiful son, upright citizen and
humble preacher.
"Now it is possible to become utterly
confused at this point, because two things are
true. First is that the evil man and the good
man we have described are the same person, indeed
the same person at the same time.
"The second thing is that much of the
most horrible of his deeds are seen by him as
appropriate, necessary, moral and without conflict
with those other elements of his conduct which
we would applaud.
"And to make it worse, each of these
men is each of us. How then, can we hope to see
any path to a true morality from within, or any
way but through the care and love of God?"
Upon which there was a bit of silence
as we were served another slice of beef and our
glasses were replenished.
After a brief pause the talk began
again and, I forget 'how, turned to the subject
of women and of love. I think now that it was
Holy Grail who had, while helping himself to a
bit of cauliflower from the Jardiniere platter,
suggested it was interesting that the conduct most
plainly associated with great good and great evil
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was masculine. "Why is it," he asked, "that, next
perha~s to religion, it is the love of a good woman
that 1.S most strongly cred,ited with bringing out
the good in a man?"
.
"Not all views of women are so flattering,"
sa1.d Richard Victor, reaching into his pocket for
a piece of paper. "Here is a bit from Burton that
I couldn't resist copying out." And he read the
following:
Every lover admires his mistress,
though she be very deformed of herself, ill-favored, wrinkled, pimpled,
pale, red, yellow, tanned, tallowfaceq, have a swollen juggler's
platter-face, or a thin, lean,
chitty face, have clouds in her
face, be crooked, dry, bald,
goggle-eyed, blear-eyed, or with
staring eyes, she looks like a
squis'd cat, hold her head still
awry, heavy, dull, hollow-eyed,
black or yellow about the eyes,
or squint-eyed, sparrow-mouthed,
Persian hook-nosed, have a sharp
fox-nose, a red nose, China flat,
great nose, snub and flat nose,
a nose like a promontory, gubbertushed, rotten teeth, black, uneven, brown teeth, beetle-brow~d,
a witch's beard, her breath st~nk
allover the room, her nose dro~
winter and summer, with a Bavar:an
poke under her chin, a sharp ch~n,
lave-eared, with a long crane's
neck, which stands aw:y too, her
dugs like two double Jugs, or
else no dugs, in that ot~er
extreme, bloody-fallen fl.ngers,
she have filthy, long unpa:ed
nails, scabbed hands or wr~sts,
a tanned skin, a rotten carcass,
crooked back, she stoops, is
lame splay-footed, "as slender
in the middle as a cow in the
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waist," gouty legs, her ankles hang
over her shoes, her feet stink,
she breed lice, a mere changeling,
a very monster, an oaf imperfect,
her whole complexion savors an
harsh voice, incondite gest~re,
vile gait, a vast virago, or an
ugly tit, a slug, a fat fustilugs,
a truss, a long lean rawbone, a
skeleton • . • and to thy judgment
looks like a mard in a lanthorn,
whom thou couldst not fancy for
a world, but hatest, loathest,
and wouldest have spit in her
face, or blow thy nos'e in her
bosom, an antidote for love to
another man, a dowdy, a slut,
a scold, a nasty, rank, rammy,
filthy, beastly quean, dishonest
peradventure, obscene, base,
beggarly, rude, foolish, untaught,
peevish.
Yet if he love her
once, he admires her for all
this, he takes no notice of any
such errors or imperfections of
body or mind.
He had rather
have her than any woman in the
world. If he were a king, she
alone should be his queen, his
empress.
"By your leave," said Grail Murphy, "if
I may add to this delight my favorite piece of
villification. It is in Paul's letter to the Ro
and speaks of the ungodly, those for whose conduct
there is no excuse since, knowing God, they have
refused to honor him as God, or to render him
thanks. Paul goes on then thusly :
Thus, because they have not
seen fit to acknowledge God, he
has given them up to their own
depraved reason. This leads them
to break all rules of conduct.
They are filled with every kind
of unjustice, mischief, rapacity,
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and malice; they are one mass of
envy, murder, rivalry, treachery,
and malevolence; wh±sperers and
schandalmongers, hateful to God,
insolent, arrogant and boastful;
they invent new kinds of mischief,
they show no loyalty to parents,
no conscience, no fidelity to
their plighted word; they are without natural affection and without
pity. They know well enough the
just decree of God, that those who
behave like this deserve to die,
and yet they do ' it; not only so,
they actually applaud such
practices.
If ' there were to be favorite quotations,
I felt I should have a chance, but had no villification to offer.
"When we were hearing Burton on a mistress,"
said, "I couldn't help think of the Song of Songs.
The Bride hears her lover coming and described him
as
I

"Bounding over ,the mountains,
leaping over the hills.
My beloved is like a gazelle
or a young wild goat:

...
, he said to me:
Rise up, my darling;
My fairest, come away.
For now the winter is past,
The rains are over and gone;
The flowers appear in the countryside;
. d
The time is coming when the bl.r s
will sing,
.
.
.
And the turtle-dove's co01ng w1l1
. be heard in our la"nd;
.
And the vines give forth thel.r
fragrance. "
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"And her bridegroom says;
"Let me see your face, let me hear
your voi·ce; .
For your voice is pleasant, your
face is lovely."
"SO all is not winter
of ugliness. If we get through
have spring and love and warmth
our old world as wonderful once

and evil and kinds
the winter, we'll
again and we'll see
more."

And at this moment, on came dessert .
This was simplicity- itself, wedges of orange
soaked in port wine and hot little cups of espresso
calculated to send us forth at least awake. The
conversation turned to the meal and to odds and
ends and we were about to get up from the table
when Rabbi Morris said he had something for our
collection of quotations. As you know, he is
a great admirer of Frost's, so you will guess
the attribution.
UNHARVESTED
A scent of ripeness from over a wall.

And come to leave the routine road
And look for what had made me stall,
There sure enough was an apple tree
That had eased itself of its summer
load,
And of all but its trivial foliage
free,
Now breathed as light as a lady's
fian.

For there had been an apple fall
As complete as the apple had given
man.
The ground was once circle of solid
red.
May something always go unharvested!
May much stay out of our slated plan.
Apples or something forgotten and left
So smelling their sweetness would be '
no theft.
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With that we arose and started on our
way. We might be content, but the evening was
still ahead of us. As we walked along, Holy
Grail asked, "Who's reading the paper tonight?"
way.

No one knew, but we went on along anyWe always do.

